RackPod foldable tables

Minimalist design.
Maximum functionality.
The modern office is constantly in movement, and needs to be capable of catering
optimally for the needs of a variety of
working situations and processes.
It is System 180’s mission to meet this
challenge through the careful design of
smart furniture solutions.
The RackPod series of working tables is
designed to meet the needs of an ever greater
number of businesses. The series is pared
down, functional and completely mobile, and
comes with a huge variety of practical accessories. Its unique design allows tables in the
RackPod series be deployed as anything from
simple storage spaces to fully-fledged work
stations. And, thanks to the folding frame, they
can be stored space-sparingly in a few simple
steps when they are no longer needed.

The range of accessories available for them
responds to all the needs of the digital working
world. High-quality components for power
supply and network connections and a variety
of stowing solutions for cables, devices and
materials make RackPods into well-organised
working islands. The accessories are designed
to be integrated simply into the table and removed again in a few easy steps.
The tables in the RackPod series are particularly well-suited to situations where you need a
honed-down design combined with maximum
flexibility and mobility.

The RackPod Series offers two heights, for
seated and standing work, and can be placed
in lots of different spatial formations thanks to
their 2:1 length-to-width ratio. Their easy-roll
casters make moving them around child’s play.
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Multibox with two removable storage trays and
RackPod S with Multibox and storage compartment
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practical storage space for cables and device components
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RackPod H, with storage compartment on the left, along with a Multibox
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Storage compartment with two acrylic drawers for materials up to DIN A4 in size
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RackPod S in folded position
RackPod H with ON device connector rack
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with screw foot

The RackPod H with the ON device
connector rack
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RackPod S with cable trough
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RackPod S with screw feet and cable trough
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Simply mobile.
Simply flexible.
Agile organisations developed as a response to the challenges
of the digital revolution. Agile teams are designed to develop
customer-centred and highly marketable innovations independently and with great flexibility and speed, thus ensuring the
success of the business. Agile working involves teams constantly
switching between communicative collaboration and concentrated work by individuals team members on their own.

Depending on the mode in which the team is working at any
one time, it will need a variety of furnishing solutions to provide
ideal working conditions. Ideally, the entire furnishing set-up
should be completely mobile, allowing the team to position itself
easily as its changing needs require. In response to this need,
the foldable tables in the RackPod series offer a wide variety of
options.

Long or short
Whether you’re working alone or together
in the team, the 2:1 ratio between RackPod
tables’ side and front edges makes them easy
to arrange together in the right constellation for
your needs.

More or less
RackPod tables not currently in use can simply
be folded up and stacked conveniently out of
the way.

Active or relaxed
Whether you need to sit together for a chat or
do some dynamic brainstorming on your feet,
the RackPod table’s two frame heights gives
the range that extra flexibility.
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Long or broad
Whether arranged end-to-end or side-by-side
as a block, RackPod can always make the right
shapes.
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Table models

Accessories

The RackPod series provides three table types for use in various different activities and under different spatial conditions. All table models are
fitted as standard with easy-roll lockable casters. Robust and lightweight
38 mm structural boards surfaced in white and with recessed edging in
black are used as work surfaces.

The brushed stainless steel frame is foldable, allowing tables to be
stowed away practically to save space when not in use. The tables’ dimensions are designed so that several tables can be combined together
elegantly either alongside one another or end-to-end.

The accessories provided for the RackPod series are bound to a
philosophy that insists on flexibility and simplicity, as well as fully taking
into account the needs of the digitalised workplace. Easily installed
accessories for managing power supplies and technical equipment and

practical spaces for stowing materials make it possible to turn RackPods
into fully-fledged work stations. The accessories are designed to be
integrated into the table and removed again simply and easily without the
need for tools.
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RackPod S #39971

160

W/H/D: 160/75/79 cm
white honeycomb tabletop with black edging,
folding frame, on casters

79

75

∙ optionally in BlackLine
∙ optionally with screw foot
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160

RackPod H #39299

Multibox #39262

Cable trough S #38936

Storage compartment

W/H/D: 79/12/12 cm

W/H/D: 150/10/12 cm

left: #39263

∙ for RackPod S and H

∙ for RackPod S and H

right: #39264

∙ powder coated in black

∙ powder coated in black

W/H/D: 24/14/35 cm

∙ 2 x storage trays padded with cork

Cable trough L #38542

∙ for all RackPod models

W/H/D: 132/10/12 cm

∙ powder coated in black

∙ for RackPod L

∙ 2 x acrylic drawers: W/H/D: 23/3/35 and 23/9/35 cm

79

∙ powder coated in black

W/H/D: 160/108/79 cm
white honeycomb tabletop with black edging,

108

folding frame, on casters
∙ optionally in BlackLine
∙ optionally with screw foot
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RackPod L #47305
W/H/D: 180/75/90 cm

180

white honeycomb tabletop with black edging,
folding frame, on casters
∙ optionally in BlackLine

90

75

∙ optionally with screw foot

ON device connector rack

Sets containing 4 screw feet

white: #58283

∙ for tables 72-76 cm in height: #39906

black: #58284

∙ for tables 76-80 cm in height: #45984

∙ for all RackPod models
∙ 2 x safety plugs, 1 x double USB, 1 x RJ45
∙ with power cord and fixtures

The table models included in the RackPod series conform to the norms on strength, durability and safety contained in the DIN EN 15372: 2017-02 standard.
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∙ Housing and fixture bracket in aluminium
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Specialist trade partner at your location:

System 180 GmbH
Ernst-Augustin-Str. 3, 12489 Berlin
contact@system180.com
www.system180.com
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